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ABSTRACT
While a number of recent efforts have explored the use of
“cloud offload” to enable deep learning on IoT devices, these
have not assumed the use of duty-cycled radios like BLE. We
argue that radio duty-cycling significantly diminishes the
performance of existing cloud-offload methods. We tackle
this problem by leveraging a previously unexplored oppor-
tunity to use early-exit offload enhanced with prioritized
communication, dynamic pooling, and dynamic fusion of
features. We show that our system, FLEET, achieves sig-
nificant benefits in accuracy, latency, and compute budget
compared to state-of-art local early exit, remote process-
ing, and model partitioning schemes across a range of DNN
models, datasets, and IoT platforms.
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BLE Specifications Values

Physical Layer(PHY) 125 Kbps, 500 Kbps, 1Mbps, 2Mbps
Connection Interval(CI) 7.5ms - 4s(iOS: 15ms min)
Packets per CI(Packets) 2 - 8(iOS:4, Android:6)
Packet Size 27 - 251 Bytes
Typical Tx Power 10mW

Table 1: BLE Specifications

1 INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen substantial interest in deployingDeep
Neural Network (DNN) models on resource-constrained In-
ternet of Things (IoT) devices [24, 30, 33, 44]. IoT devices are
increasingly interfaced with rich sensors, such as low-power
cameras, microphones, and radars and DNNs have shown
superior performance on analyzing data from these sensors.
It is, however, challenging to execute complex models on
these platforms locally due to the high computation demands
of DNNs [13, 36].

A number of recent efforts have explored the use of “cloud
offload” as a strategy to allow IoT devices to execute DNNs ef-
ficiently [17, 20, 22, 25, 37]. These methods typically involve
either offloading raw data after compression (e.g. using JPEG
or other lossy compression method [32]) or offloading some
intermediate results after initial processing at the IoT device
(e.g. transmitted compressed intermediate results of a DNN
[17, 20]).
However, this body of research has assumed a radio that

can transmit whenever needed and as much data as desired.
This assumption is at odds with duty-cycled radios which
are common in IoT devices. Since the dominant duty-cycled
radio is Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), we focus on that radio
in this paper.

A number of BLE parameters can impact the performance
of a cloud offload method (shown in Table 1). A key metric
is the connection interval (CI) i.e. the sleep duration between
transmissions which can range from 7.5ms to 4s (longer CIs
are preferred to extend battery life). BLE also has relatively
low bitrate of under 2Mbps, with lower bitrates if the devices
are not proximate to one another. In addition, the number of
packets transmitted after each sleep period are also limited.
The number varies across platforms and BLE standards — for
example, iOS limits BLE 5.0 transmissions to be four packets,
and Android limits it to 6 packets[3]. Each of these packets
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can be at most 251 bytes. These limitations constrain how fast
data can be offloaded to the cloud — even if the connection
interval is set to the smallest value, offloading is imprac-
tical for BLE-based devices. When reliable transmission is
required, BLE transmits the data in one burst, and receives
the acknowledgements in the next burst, thus data transfer
only occurs every two sleep-wake cycles and average band-
width is halved. Finally, BLE also can have high packet losses,
particularly when larger packet sizes of more than 100 bytes
are used and when transmission is frequent [41].

All of these factors stretch the transmission of data across
several short bursts of data transmission interspersed by
long idle times, resulting in inefficient cloud offload. This
motivates us to develop a new cloud-offload method that
can cooperate with duty-cycled transmissions and reduce
inference latency.
Our contribution: This paper proposes a cloud-offload
pipeline called FLEET1 that is tailored to the duty-cycling
behavior of IoT radios. The basic idea of FLEET is to com-
pute locally during the periods when the radio is asleep and
yet leverage the cloud using data offloaded during the win-
dows of time when it can transmit data. It intertwines model
execution and communication by developing an early exit
model to mask the latency of using the radio. In the early exit
model, a DNN model is enhanced to have cloud-offloadable
early exit modules at some layers such that the model only
executes until it is sufficiently confident about the result and
can exit without having to run the remaining layers. While
early-exit models have been extensively studied [21, 39],
there are two unique challenges when re-purposing them to
enable cloud-offload using duty-cycled radios.
The first challenge is how to prioritize what to transmit

during each burst and build in robustness to packet losses.
Duty-cycled radios like BLE involve an initial negotiation
with the master device (IoT devices are typically the slave),
which gets the final say in deciding the sleep-wake parame-
ters such as sleep duration, number of packets per burst, and
bandwidth setting. Thus, any model that we design has to
be agnostic of these parameters such that it can work across
different settings. In addition, IoT radios transmit at very low
power for energy-efficiency (e.g. BLE Tx power is typically
10mW whereas WiFi Tx power is typically 1-4W). Hence
they are particularly susceptible to packet losses.
In order to utilize limited communication opportunities

most effectively, FLEET features a dynamic pooling based
prioritized communication approach that can transmit the
most up-to-date intermediate results within the allocated
transmission window. Our approach progressively transmits
data from small to high resolutionwith feature sharing across
these resolutions by using dynamic pooling. This method

1FLEET = oFLoad Early ExiT

allows us to be agnostic of radio settings and packet losses
and opportunistically transmit as much as possible. It also
allows us to stop transmitting intermediate results from a
previous layer when the current layer finishes execution and
seamlessly switch to the next layer’s results.

The second challenge is how to handle the limited features
transmitted to the cloud. Offloading early exit computation
to the cloud has the advantage of being able to use a lot more
resources to execute deeper models. However, it still needs to
contend with the fact that only limited data is available per
burst. The cloud needs to leverage all available information,
i.e. all data that is transmitted by the IoT device from the
previous bursts, not just the data from the current burst. This,
in turn, requires us to develop a model that can leverage
variable-sized intermediate results transmitted from prior
layers to improve task accuracy.

In order to fuse variable amounts of data from different lay-
ers, FLEET proposes an server-side feature fusion approach
that allows the server to take advantage of data transmitted
during the execution of different layers, even if they are not
at the same resolution or have the same number of inter-
mediate results. We use up-sampling and dense blocks for
feature fusion and thereby reduce the cost of training.
We evaluate FLEET extensively across the range of BLE

parameter settings, three datasets and multiple IoT proces-
sors, and show that:

• Compared to local execution, FLEET can achieve 2.3×
– 4.7× speed-up in latency and 2.1× – 4.4× saving in
energy. Compared to Edge-cloud Model Partitioning,
FLEET achieves 1.2× – 3.3× speed-up in latency and
1.8× – 2.6× reduction in energy. Compared with JPEG-
compressed data offload, FLEET achieves 1.7× – 6.1×
speed-up in latency and 1.6× – 4.4× energy savings.

• Overall, FLEET can achieve 1.2×–4.0× reduction in
latency when compared with the best of all local and
remote execution baselines; FLEET also achieves 1.2×–
2.5× saving in energy consumption.

• FLEET outperforms baselines on a range of IoT pro-
cessors (from low end Cortex-M33 [2] to more power-
ful GAP8 [42] and Cortex-A77 [1]), across different
datasets (ImageNet-100, TinyImageNet and CIFAR-
100), and different models (MobileNetV3, ResNet34
and InceptionV3).

• FLEET is robust to packet losses and can operate
seamlessly without requiring knowledge of underlying
duty-cycling parameters while providing substantial
latency speed-up.

2 CASE FOR FLEET
In this section, we argue that cloud offload of early exits
presents new opportunities for IoT devices with duty-cycled
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radios such as Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). We begin with
a brief background on BLE.

BLE is a successor to Bluetooth Classic that is specifically
designed for highly constrained IoT devices. While BLE can
be used for unscheduled data transfer, this is not ideal for
extending battery lifetime. As described earlier, the most
efficient mode of operating a BLE radio is in duty cycled
mode, i.e. the radio sleeps for tens or hundreds of millisec-
onds and wakes up to transmit a few packets before turning
off its radio. In this mode, BLE consumes less than 10% of
the energy of Bluetooth Classic.

While duty-cycling benefits energy-efficiency, it adversely
affects latency for any cloud-offload method. Thus, canonical
methods such as compressing images via JPEG and transmit-
ting to the cloud incurs hundreds of milliseconds of delay
due to the data being chopped up into small bursts that fit
in each connection interval.

Our core idea to address the problem is cloud-based early
exit. We refer to a DNN model that has early exits as an
early-exit model, the DNN model itself as the base model, and
the attached layers for an early exit as a early-exit module.
Cloud-based early exit offloads the computation of early-
exit modules to the cloud. It allows the base model to be
executed locally on device during the periods when the radio
is asleep and early exit modules on the cloud to continue
the computation on intermediate data offloaded when the
radio is active. There are three high-level reasons why we
expect this architecture to be more naturally aligned with
the needs of both cloud offload and the constraints of duty-
cycled radios.

Pipelining cloud-offload and local execution: The first
advantage of cloud-based early exit is the ability to use a duty-
cycled radio and processor in a pipelined manner to mask
the latency of using the radio. This addresses a limitation of
canonical cloud-offload methods, for example, transmission
of JPEG-compressed data or edge-cloud model partitioning,
which are blocking i.e. they are idle during radio sleep cycles.
In contrast, early-exit computation offloaded to the cloud is
non-blocking, i.e. the computation of the next stage in the
base model can occur simultaneously with the computation
of the early-exit module.
Figure 1a shows latency for a model with and without

early exit. When there is no early-exit, the latency is fixed
for all data cases; when there is early exit, the latency is
more evenly spread out with only the hard cases incurring
the maximum latency. Since the radio and processor can
operate in parallel, the IoT device can transmit part of the
intermediate results after each layer to the cloud for early
exit computation while the next layer of the base model is
executing locally. This allows it to operate in a non-blocking

manner and use both local and remote resources to minimize
inference latency.
Leveraging deeper early exit modules: The second ad-
vantage is the cloud-based early exit allows us to leverage
deeper models in the cloud. While early exits can be imple-
mented with fewer layers to execute locally, this sacrifices
accuracy compared to deeper models that can execute on
the cloud.
Figure 1b compares three versions of a local early-exit

model that uses one fully-connected layer (1 FC), two con-
volutional layers and one fully-connected layer (2 Conv + 1
FC) and four convolutional layers and one fully-connected
layer (4 Conv + 1 FC) in its early-exit modules. We see that
adding two additional convolutional layer improves accuracy
of the early-exit model by 15% for earlier exits and 7% for
later exits; and two additional layers improves accuracy by
10% for earlier exits and 4% for later exits.

Thus, we see that additional resources for the early-exit
computation is useful and offloading this block to the cloud
can allow more accurate early exit computation to improve
performance of the base model on the IoT device.
Fusing intermediate results frommultiple layers: The
third advantage is that early exit modules on the cloud can
leverage not just the intermediate results from the layer they
are attached to but all prior layers as well. Local early exit on
resource-constrained platforms typically work only on inter-
mediate data from the specific layer that they are attached
to, but this diminishes accuracy.

Figure 1c compares the three versions of early exit a) using
only two channels that were transmitted after the current
layer, b) fusing two channels from the current and previous
layer, and c) fusing two channels from the previous two
layers with the current layer. We see that if we used the
channels from prior layers, accuracy improves and is higher
than what can be achieved with features from a single layer.
Fusing data from multiple layers is particularly useful

for cloud offload since duty-cycled radios cannot transfer a
lot of intermediate results after each layer. However, since
resources are plentiful at the server, it can fuse all data trans-
mitted from previous layers to offset this drawback and still
achieve good performance.

3 DESIGN OF FLEET
3.1 Overview
The FLEET pipeline consists of three main components as
shown in Figure 2 — Encoder, Fusion Module and Cloud Early-
Exit. The cloud early-exit components and the fusion mod-
ules form a complete set of early-exit modules.
Encoder: The goal of the encoder is to compactly encode

the features of each layer to facilitate transmission in the
limited communication opportunities. A key design principle
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1: Three advantages of early exit for duty-cycled cloud offload. (a) Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)
shows the fraction of data cases that exit early at each layer. In our setup, Early Exit transmits and exits after each
layer when the prediction logits is larger than 0.7, which is well aligned with duty-cycled radios and provides a
more graded latency profile (b) Cloud offload allows us to fuse features from several previous layers, which also
increases accuracy, and (c) Cloud offload allows us to use more layers in the early exit module which increases
accuracy.

Figure 2: Overall Design of FLEET.

is that it should make minimal assumptions about the cur-
rent radio duty-cycling parameters and packet loss so that
the encoder can work effectively even if these parameters
change.
The encoder works as follows. The layers on the IoT de-

vices are sequentially executed as usual. Between each layer,
an Encoder layer is inserted that encodes the features of the
current layer via dynamic pooling and progressively trans-
mits the features during duty-cycling wakeups that occur
during the execution of the next layer. Since the encoder
performs only lightweight pooling operations, its runtime
overhead is negligible.

We assume that the Convolutional layers/blocks to be exe-
cuted on the IoT devices are 𝐿1:𝑁 . The feature map F1:N from
each layer is a 3-dimensional vector whose size is defined

by its width, height and the number of channels(depth). The
encoder will reduce the feature map F1:N into the smaller fea-
ture map F̃1:N by reducing both its height/width and depth.

Fusion module: This module fuses the features received by
the cloud and produces fused features to early-exit compo-
nents for prediction. A fusion module aggregates and fuses
features of different sizes from different layers. Fused fea-
tures are better because the cloud can take advantage of all
data transmitted so far which leads to better task accuracy.
Cloud early-exit: Finally, the cloud early-exit component

generates prediction results. FLEET uses the prediction re-
sults to determine whether to stop the execution on the IoT
devices and returns the results to the IoT device if no further
execution is necessary.
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Figure 3: Example: FLEET Pipeline on MobileNetV3.
Matching stage means the execution of the Inverted
Residual is overlapped with communication.

Example: Figure 3 shows an example of our pipeline with
the first five layers of the MobileNetV3 model. 𝐿1:5 are the dif-
ferent layers of convolutional operations or inverted residual
blocks. F1:4 shows the original feature size from each layer,
and F̃1:4 is the compact encoded feature for transmission.
At the cloud, all features available from previous layers are
fused and provided as input to the cloud early-exit compo-
nent. For example, when layer 4 is executing, the previously
received features F̃1:3 will be fused and used to generate a fi-
nal prediction. The cloud early-exit component is not limited
by compute resources. Hence it is a deeper network than a
simple fully-connected layer — ×10 on the cloud early-exit
component means there can be a large number of layers
used in the cloud to generate final predictions. If the final
prediction is sufficiently confident, it will stop the ongoing
execution at the IoT device by sending back a notification to
the IoT device.

Next, we explain these components in more detail.

3.2 Encoder
The Encoder is designed to encode the transmitted features
so that it can fit into the limited transmission opportunities
provided by the radio. As mentioned earlier, the Encoder
should be agnostic of the current radio duty-cycling parame-
ters and be designed to work irrespective of what is negoti-
ated with the recipient.

FLEET performs feature size reduction on the selected
channels in multiple tensor dimensions simultaneously and
leverages dynamic pooling to enable progressive transmission
in case of BLE packet loss.

Feature Size Reduction: Since duty-cycling restricts the
amount of data transmitted by each node, only a subset of
features Fn from layer 𝐿𝑛 can be transmitted during the ex-
ecution time of layer 𝐿𝑛+1. Therefore, the encoder needs to
reduce the feature sizes to squeeze it into available transmis-
sion opportunities.

There are many different ways to achieve this compressed
mapping; we look at a specific approach that applies to image-
based tasks: the features Fn can be represented by a three-
dimensional tensor (𝑐𝑛, 𝑠𝑛, 𝑠𝑛), where 𝑐𝑛 refers to the number
of channels while 𝑠𝑛 refers to the height/width from the 𝑛-th
layer. For simplicity, we assume the height and width is the
same size.
Since the radio transmission opportunities are quite lim-

ited, it is wasteful to encode all the intermediate results
which can be sparse. Therefore, we assume the encoder is
designed with a priori idea of the maximum size that should
be transmitted. This information is calculated based on the
execution time of each layer on the chosen platform and the
best-case duty-cycling parameters. For example, if Layer 𝐿2
takes 𝑡2 milliseconds to execute, and the BLE radio setting
is 10ms CI and 8 Packets of 251 Bytes per CI, then the maxi-
mum data amount that can be transmitted in parallel with
Layer 𝐿2’s execution is 251×4× ⌈𝑡2/10⌉ bytes. Therefore, our
design target is to reduce both width/height and depth of the
feature map to fit into this data size without performance
degradation. We note that this is not a strict limit, so for
example, if 𝑡2 is too small to transmit enough data during
connection intervals, we can wait to transmit more data at
the cost of extra transmission latency.
Mathematically, the maximum data size 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑛 of layer 𝐿𝑛
can be calculated by the execution time 𝑡𝑛+1 of the next layer
𝐿𝑛+1 given the BLE radio working at 𝑡𝐶𝐼 CI and packet size
𝑆𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡

𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑛 = 𝑆𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 × ⌊ 𝑡𝑛+1

𝑡𝐶𝐼
⌋ . (1)

We denote the size of feature maps F̃n of the maximum data
size to be (�̃�𝑛, �̃�𝑛, �̃�𝑛), then we have �̃�𝑛 × �̃�𝑛 × �̃�𝑛 ≤ 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑛 .
We can sample a series of smaller feature F̃n,1:M of the size
(�̃�𝑛, �̃�𝑛,1:𝑀 , �̃�𝑛,1:𝑀 ) to fit into the different duty-cycling param-
eters and packet loss rate.
Progressive Transmission: Progressive transmission is
a natural fit to deal with 1) the fact that different duty-cycling
parameters may lead to different amounts of data transmitted
2) packet loss can happen during BLE radio transmissions. In
this approach, we always encode and transmit the features
of smallest size and gradually increase the feature size until
we reach the execution latency of the next layer or the max-
imum feature size. Note that an advantage of progressive
transmission is that the IoT device does not need to explicitly
synchronize its transmission with its execution — even if
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Figure 4: Illustration of Progressive Transmission of
the Features from Dynamic Pooling. The feature F̃n,1
of the shape (�̃�𝑛, �̃�𝑛,1, �̃�𝑛,1) are part the feature F̃n,2 so
that we only need to transmit the extra part(the or-
ange part) to reconstruct the feature F̃n,2 from F̃n,1. Sim-
ilarly,we only need to transmit the extra data (the blue
part) to reconstruct the feature F̃n,3 from F̃n,2.

the execution of the next layer is finished earlier than trans-
mission of features from the previous layer, the IoT devices
can simply discard the previous unsent features and start to
send the new features from the next layer. This decoupling
prevents communication and computation from blocking on
each other.

For example, when we transmit the feature Fn by possibly
encoding it into a series features F̃n,1:M of different shapes
(�̃�𝑛, �̃�𝑛,1:𝑀 , �̃�𝑛,1:𝑀 ), we can always start to encode and trans-
mit from the shape (�̃�𝑛, �̃�𝑛,1, �̃�𝑛,1), and stop at some shape
(�̃�𝑛, �̃�𝑛,𝑚, �̃�𝑛,𝑚).
But such a progressive transmission approach still re-

sults in extra transmission overhead. For example, origi-
nally we only need to transmit the feature F̃n,m of one shape
(�̃�𝑛, �̃�𝑛,𝑚, �̃�𝑛,𝑚); but now we need to first transmit𝑚 − 1 fea-
tures F̃n,1:m−1 of different shape (�̃�𝑛, �̃�𝑛,1:𝑚−1, �̃�𝑛,1:𝑚−1).
Dynamic Pooling: We propose a novel solution, dynamic
pooling, to fit the features into the short transmission win-
dows without incurring extra overhead. Dynamic pooling
enables the reuse of the features during progressive transmis-
sion by special design of the pooling operations.Wemake the
smaller features to be part of the larger feature. When trans-
mitting the larger feature, we don’t need to transmit from
scratch but only the difference part from the smaller features.
Figure 4 illustrates the basic idea of dynamic pooling.

Given the size of input feature map (𝑠𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖 ) and the size of
output feature map (𝑠𝑜 , 𝑠𝑜 ), we use two different kernels of
size 𝑘 and 𝑘

2 pooling the feature map where 𝑘 mod 𝑠𝑖 = 0. We
assume that there are respectively𝑚 and 𝑛 values generated
by two kernel sizes, then we have:

𝑘 ·𝑚 + 𝑘

2
· 𝑛 = 𝑠𝑖 ,

𝑚 + 𝑛 = 𝑠𝑜 . (2)

Solving the equation, we have 𝑚 =
2·𝑠𝑖
𝑘

− 𝑠𝑜 and 𝑛 =

2 · 𝑠𝑜 − 2·𝑠𝑖
𝑘
. We denote the average pooling using the kernel

of size (𝑘, 𝑘) as Pool(𝑘,𝑘) (·). Then the dynamic pooling will
pool the feature F[0:𝑠𝑖 , 0:𝑠𝑖 ] into a pooled feature F̃[0:𝑠𝑜 , 0:𝑠𝑜 ]

in the following way without overlap:

F̃[0:𝑛, 0:𝑛] = Pool(𝑘/2,𝑘/2) (F[0:
𝑘𝑛

2
, 0:

𝑘𝑛

2
])

F̃[0:𝑛, 𝑛:𝑠𝑜 ] = Pool(𝑘/2,𝑘) (F[0:
𝑘𝑛

2
,
𝑘𝑛

2
:𝑠𝑖 ])

F̃[𝑛:𝑠𝑜 , 0:𝑛] = Pool(𝑘,𝑘/2) (F[
𝑘𝑛

2
:𝑠𝑖 , 0:

𝑘𝑛

2
)

F̃[𝑛:𝑠𝑜 , 𝑛:𝑠𝑜 ] = Pool(𝑘,𝑘) (F[
𝑘𝑛

2
:𝑠𝑖 ,

𝑘𝑛

2
:𝑠𝑖 ]) (3)

Example of Dynamic Pooling: We now give an visual
example of how dynamic pooling works. Given a feature
map Fn [0:𝑠, 0:𝑠]and a kernel (𝑘, 𝑘) where 𝑘 mod 𝑠 = 0, we
generate a pooled feature map F̃n [0:𝑠/𝑘, 0:𝑠/𝑘] by averaging
within the kernel without overlap. The value of the generate
feature F̃n at the index (0, 0) will be

F̃n [0, 0] = Pool(𝑘,𝑘) (𝐹𝑛 [0:𝑘, 0:𝑘]) (4)

If we change the kernel size of the first 𝑘 column and
row from 𝑘 to 𝑘

2 , but use a kernel of size 𝑘 for the other
columns and rows, we can get a new feature map of F̃′n of
size ( 𝑠

𝑘
+ 1, 𝑠

𝑘
+ 1). Compared with the original generated

feature F̃n of size (𝑘, 𝑘), we have
F̃′n [𝑖 + 1, 𝑗 + 1] = F̃n [𝑖, 𝑗], ∀1 ≤ 𝑖, 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘, (5)

which means the smaller features are guaranteed to be part
of the larger features. In addition, the re-construction of the
new features will also re-use the values from smaller features,
for example, F̃′n [0, 0], F̃′n [0, 1] and F̃′n [1, 0] are transmitted
while F̃′n [1, 1] is re-constructed using F̃n [0, 0] on the cloud:

F̃′n [0, 0] = Pool(𝑘/2,𝑘/2) (𝐹𝑛 [0:𝑘/2, 0:𝑘/2]),
F̃′n [0, 1] = Pool(𝑘/2,𝑘/2) (𝐹𝑛 [0:𝑘/2, 𝑘/2:𝑘]),
F̃′n [1, 0] = Pool(𝑘/2,𝑘/2) (𝐹𝑛 [𝑘/2:𝑘, 0:𝑘/2]),
F̃′n [1, 1] = 4 × F̃n [0, 0] − F̃′n [0, 0] − F̃′n [0, 1] − F̃′n [1, 0] . (6)

Figure 5 shows an example how dynamic pooling generate
the features from ( 𝑠

𝑘
, 𝑠
𝑘
) to ( 𝑠

𝑘
+ 2, 𝑠

𝑘
+ 2). We can see that

the values from the kernel (𝑘, 𝑘)(the orange patches) are
the same and can be directly reused. The other colors are
pooled with kernels of different shapes ( 𝑘2 ,

𝑘
2 ), (

𝑘
2 , 𝑘) and

(𝑘, 𝑘2 ). The position information is already hard encoded
when generating the features so we have no extra overhead
to transmit any position information.

3.3 Dynamic Feature Fusion
Figure 6 shows the design of the fusion module in the FLEET
pipeline. Compared with an approach that inference using
the current layer feature, feature fusion can lead to better task
accuracy by leveraging information from previous layers.
In FLEET, the features to be fused might be of different
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Figure 5: Example of dynamic pooling to generate fea-
tures from ( 𝑠

𝑘
, 𝑠
𝑘
) to ( 𝑠

𝑘
+ 2, 𝑠

𝑘
+ 2). The asterisk means

the average value pooled from the block will be trans-
mitted.

Figure 6: Overall design of the fusion module.

sizes or dimensions. Assume that we are fusing 𝑘 features
[F̃n−k+1, ..., F̃n] of different sizes. We first use up-sampling
operations to unify the spatial sizes of different features and
then the concatenation operation to merge these feature
tensors into one feature tensor.

F̃′i = UpSample(F̃i), 𝑖 ∈ [𝑛 − 𝑘 − 1, 𝑛],
F̃∗n = Concat( [F̃′n−k+1, ..., F̃

′
n])). (7)

Finally a convolutional operation 𝑓𝑛 will be applied so that
the output channels are the same as the input channels of
the layers on the cloud.
We denote the spatial sizes as a set 𝑆 and the combina-

tions of spatial sizes from 𝑘 layers are 𝑆𝑘 . Because the feature
distribution of different spatial sizes will be different, it is
preferable to use a specific convolutional block for each
combination of spatial sizes. However, this leads to an ex-
ponential increase in training cost - fusing features from 𝑘

layers of |𝑆 | different spatial sizes can leads to |𝑆 |𝑘 combina-
tions and training cost. In our experiments, we select 𝑘 = 2
since this gives sufficiently high accuracy and reduces the
combinations and training cost.
The cloud execution is also non-blocking i.e. the cloud

model does not need to actively wait for all features to arrive;
when the new features are received, the cloud model fuses

it with the feature maps from the previous layer to get the
new inference results.

3.4 Cloud Early-Exit
Once the features transmitted from previous layers are fused,
the cloud continues execution of the base model without
modification. We denote the layers 𝐿1:𝑛 (𝑛 < 𝑁 ) on IoT de-
vices as a function 𝑔𝐼𝑜𝑇1:𝑛 (∗) and the cloud layers as a function
𝑔𝑐 (∗). We denote the inputs and ground truth labels as X
and 𝑦.
For radio bandwidth setting 𝑏𝑚 and 𝑘 layer fusion, the

loss function for the prediction after the transmission of the
intermediate results from the 𝑛- layer will be:

Encoder: F̃n = 𝑒𝑛 (𝑔𝐼𝑜𝑇1:𝑛 (X)),
Fusion: F̃∗n = 𝑓𝑛 (Concat(UpSample( [F̃n−k+1, ..., F̃n])),

Outputs: 𝑦𝑛 = 𝑔𝑐 (F̃∗n),
Loss: 𝑙𝑛 = 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 (𝑦𝑛, 𝑦), (8)

where 𝑒 and 𝑓 are the encoding and fusion functions, and
𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 is the loss function.
Early-Exit Trigger: To decide whether to early stop at
some layer, the cloud early-exit component uses the confi-
dence or the entropy of the prediction. Given a prediction
result 𝑦, the confidence score can be calculated by the top-1
softmax value softmax(𝑦). Early stop happens when the
confidence score is larger than a predetermined threshold.
The cloud early-exit component then sends the exit signal
back to IoT device to stop the execution.

We note that a key advantage of cloud early-exit is that the
cloud early-exit can execute many convolutional layers for
feature extraction before the prediction happens. Thus, even
if the features that have been transmitted to the cloud are
not complete, the ability to extract better features counters
the lack of fidelity in the data.

4 EVALUATION
This section evaluates FLEET against state-of-the-art early
exit-based models and partitioned execution models under a
range of BLE radio duty-cycling settings and IoT platforms.
We start by describing the datasets, experimental settings,
and baselines that we compare against.

4.1 Experiment settings
Dataset: We evaluate the FLEET pipeline primarily on
ImageNet-100 [8], which has 224 × 224 images from 100
different subclasses from ImageNet. The ImageNet size is
commonly seen on IoT devices with QVGA or VGA cameras.
For lower-end IoT platforms with too limited memory

and compute to process ImageNet images, we also show a
few results for the CIFAR-100 [23] dataset which has 32 ×
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32 image inputs from 100 different classes; and from Tiny-
ImageNet [6] which has 64 × 64 images with 200 different
subclasses from ImageNet.

DNN Models: We implement the pipeline on different
backbonemodels including:MobileNetV3 [15], ResNet34 [12]
and InceptionV3 [38]. Since different datasets have differ-
ent resolutions, we modified the model structure to fit the
dataset. For MobileNetV3, we replace two inverted residual
blocks (layer 3, 14) of stride 2 with the stride 1 for CIFAR-
100; we replace one block (layer 5) of stride 2 with 1 for
Tiny-ImageNet; for InceptionV3, we remove two max pool-
ing layers for CIFAR-100; and for Tiny-ImageNet, we remove
one max pooling layer.

FLEET Pipeline: For the Encoder, we sample different
spatial sizes to prioritize transmissions across CIs. For Ima-
geNet, the spatial sizes are from 10× 10 to 28× 28with a step
size of 2; for CIFAR-100, the spatial sizes are from 3 × 3 to
8× 8; and for Tiny-ImageNet, the spatial sizes are from 6× 6
to 16 × 16 with a step size of 2. The depths of the features
to encode after each layer is chosen based on the execution
latency of the layer. For example, the execution latency of
third layer of MobileNetV3 on CIFAR-100 is roughly 3× of
that of the second layer, so the depth of the second layer will
be 3× of the first layer.

ForCloudEarly-Exit, we threshold the confidence scores
of the prediction results from each layer to determinewhether
to early stop at the current stage. The threshold is a hyper-
parameter that is profiled once for different datasets. In order
to get the best trade-off between compute efficiency and ac-
curacy, we linearly sample the thresholds from 0.1 to 0.9
at a step size 0.1. In our experiments, we use the accuracy
on validation set to determine the appropriate threshold for
each dataset.

For the datasets we work with, we find that we only need
early exits for the first 8 layers of MobileNetV2 and first 5
layers of ResNet34 and InceptionV3 because the performance
already converges to the maximum accuracy.

Local Early-Exit Baselines: We compare against three
state-of-the-art local early-exit methods: 1) BranchyNet
[39] adds early exit branches to the existing models and
jointly trains themwith weighted sum loss from all early-exit
modules; 2) Shallow-Deep Networks [21] add both early
exit modules and a specially designed feature reduction mod-
ule. It also uses variant coefficients as training proceeds so
that the early exits whose performances are poor in early
training stage will not interfere with the latter exits; 3) En-
semble [9] models are a series of models from the original
model but the number of layers are reduced to generate
predictions at different compute levels.

For these baselines, we add a series of exit points for the
models including layer 1 − 3, 5, 8, 11, 13 and the final out-
put. The layers are chosen because they are transition layers
where the spatial sizes of features are reduced. For Shallow-
Deep network, the weights for the loss function are adap-
tively tuned by its training process; for BranchyNet, we uses
0.05 for the first 2 layers, 0.1 for the layers in between and
0.4 for the final output to get rid of the interference from the
early layers. The pooling layer before the early-exit classifi-
cation head of BranchyNet and Ensemble models will pool
the features to different shapes from 4 × 4 or 2 × 2 based on
the depth of the feature.
Model Partitioning Baselines: We compare against two
IoT-cloud partition-based models as baselines: 1) CLIO [17]
transmits intermediate features from a partition point in a
progressive manner and applies multiple prediction heads
on the cloud side to offer different levels of performance; 2)
NeuroSurgeon is a baseline that is adapted from [20], which
also partitions the model. While NeuroSurgeon can adapt the
choice of partition point, it cannot adapt to dynamic changes
in bandwidth for a given partition point. Hence, we augment
it to send features of different sizes by changing the spatial
size such that it can adapt to different bandwidth conditions.

We choose the layer 5 to split the model as this is the best
partition point for MobileNetV3 [16]. The different depths
that we choose for CLIO are from 2 to 28 for MobileNetV3
and the spatial sizes that we choose for NeuroSurgeon are
the same as those used in dynamic pooling in FLEET.
Metrics: The three main metrics we evaluate are accuracy,
inference latency, and energy. Accuracy is the classification
accuracy on the selected dataset. Latency and Energy are
based on profiling on different typical IoT platforms and
radios as described below.
Implementation on IoT Platforms: We select three IoT
processors from highly resource limited to more moderately
capable – at the lower end, the ARM Cortex-M33@64MHz
on the nRF5340 MCU and at the upper end, the 32-bit Risc-
V GAP8 neural accelerator [42] @175MHz and the ARM
Cortex-A77 on Raspberry Pi [35] @200MHz (or higher).
Based on our profiling, we find that the Cortex-M33 has
the least compute ability while the compute capability of
GAP8@175MHz lies in between the Cortex-A77@200MHz
and Cortex-A77@400MHz.

We implemented our system on the three above platforms
and profiled the latency of model execution. We use TVM
and MicroTVM [34] as the backend to compile the deep
learning models into executable on different platforms work-
ing at different frequency. Then we collect the execution
latency of the deep learning models early-exit at the dif-
ferent layers for our evaluation. Due to the fact that the
Flash and RAM size on the nRF5340DK is very limited, only
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Processor
(Platform)

Frequency
/ MHz

Power
/ mW

RAM
/ KByte

Flash
/ Mbyte

Cortex-M33
(nRF5340DK) 64 9.3 512 1

Risc-V GAP8
(GAP8) 175 16.4 100(L1)

512(L2) 64

Cortex-A77
(Raspberry
Pi)

200 -
1500

40 -
750

128(L1)
512(L2)
2GB(RAM)

32GB

Table 2: Platforms

the models with input size 32x32x3 are deployed; for other
platforms, models with ImageNet sizes are deployed.
Radios: We evaluate over the full range of duty-cycling
parameters offered by BLE shown in Table 1. The maximum
payload size of 1 Mbps and 2 Mbps PHY is 251 Bytes while
that of 125 Kbps is only 27 Bytes. The connection intervals
of BLE radios starts from 7.5ms to 4s at increments of 1.5ms.
For the packets per connection interval, we study commonly
seen options from 2 to 8 packets per CI including payloads
and acknowledgements, which means 1 to 4 payloads.

4.2 Latency advantages of FLEET
Table 3 presents the speed-ups offered by FLEET across the
above-mentioned range of BLE parameters and IoT platforms.
The columns on “Local Early Exit”, “Model Partition” and
“JPEG” summarize the benefits offered by FLEET over these
schemes individually, and the column “All” shows the region
where FLEET is better than all other methods cumulatively.
We compare FLEET with these baselines around the same
accuracy: specifically we compare with baselines at around
88% on ImageNet-100 and 68% on CIFAR-100. For each col-
umn, the “CI” sub-column shows the connection interval
regime where FLEET performs better than other baselines,
and the “Speed-up” column shows the latency speedup by
using FLEET. In addition to considering all the BLE parame-
ters, we also look at the effect of the computational capability
of the IoT device. For the Cortex-M33, we use the CIFAR-
100 dataset since resource limitations preclude processing of
larger images; all other results are for ImageNet-100.
Overall latency speedup: Let us first look at the over-
all results in the column “All”. We see that FLEET is al-
most always better than other schemes for CI parameters
between 7.5ms and ∼50-70ms (except when bandwidth is
too low). This is a very useful result since the Bluetooth SIG
recommended BLE connection parameters are in this range.
For example, iOS defaults to 30ms CI and Android defaults
to 30ms min interval and 50ms max interval (CONNEC-
TION_PRIORITY_BALANCED setting). We see that non-
trivial speedup up to 4× can be achieved by FLEET.

Having described the overall results, we now look at each
of the local and remote processing categories in more detail.
The graphs in the rest of this section show one particular
setting i.e. the Cortex-A77@200Mhz and BLE radio oper-
ating at 10ms CI, 8 Packets per CI at 1Mbps PHY running
MobileNetV3 on ImageNet-100.

FLEET vs. Local Early Exit: We now look at how FLEET
compares against state-of-art resource-optimized local early
exit baselines — Shallow-Deep, BranchyNet and Ensemble.
Table 3 (Column “Local Early Exit”) shows that FLEET

works best for low to medium CIs, and its performance in-
creases with more bandwidth and more packets per burst.
This is intuitive since longer sleeps between transmissions
would increase delay for communication, and more packets
or bandwidth would reduce communication delay.
When the CI exceeds the regime shown in Table 3, local

early-exit outperforms FLEET. When connection interval in-
creases, the performance of FLEET is affected due to increas-
ing offload delays whereas local early-exit is not affected. For
example, when CI is 100ms, local early-exit achieves 1.5×
speedup over FLEET on the Cortex-M33 (64MHz) and the
Cortex-A77 (200) MHz, and 3.3× speedup on more the more
powerful GAP8 running at 175MHz.
Figures 7 shows the latency comparison between our

method and the local-early exit baselines.We see that FLEET
achieves around 3× latency speed-up compared with base-
lines without sacrificing accuracy; the speedup can be even
higher if we can tolerate some loss of accuracy.
This performance gap highlights one of the key advan-

tages of offloading early exit computation to the cloud. Local
early-exit directly uses features from the early stage of the
deep learning model, pools them and uses them as input to a
prediction head. However, since the features from the early
stages tend to be coarse, local early-exit is unable to make
sufficiently good decisions to exit early. However, FLEET
offloads early exit computation to the cloud, hence it can use
more resources to continue to extract fine-grained features
from the early layers, which results in much better accuracy.

Figure 7: Latency of FLEET vs local early-exit.
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Processors
/#Pakcets /PHY

Local Early Exit Model Partition JPEG All
CI / ms Speed-Up CI / ms Speed-Up CI /ms Speed-Up CI / ms Speed-Up

Cortex-M33@64MHz 7.5 - 66 1 - 2.3x 18 - 64.5 1 - 1.2 x 18 - 100 1 - 1.7x 18 - 64.5 1 - 1.2x
Cortex-A77@200MHz 7.5 - 64.5 1 - 4.7x 7.5 - 4s 2.3 - 3.2x 7.5 - 4s 1.8 - 3.4x 7.5 - 64.5 1 - 3.1x
GAP8@175MHz 7.5 - 46.5 1 - 2.7x 7.5 - 4s 2.1 - 3.1x 7.5 - 4s 1.5 - 3.4x 7.5 - 46.5 1 - 2.6x

2 7.5 - 25.5 1 - 3.2x 7.5 - 4s 3.4 - 4.3x 7.5 - 4s 5.2 - 5.5x 7.5 - 75 1 - 3.2x
4 7.5 - 45 1 - 4.6x 7.5 - 4s 3.1 - 4.0x 7.5 - 4s 3.6 - 4.9x 7.5 - 45 1 - 4.0x
6 7.5 - 63 1 - 4.7x 7.5 - 4s 3.2 - 3.9x 7.5 - 4s 2.5 - 4.7x 7.5 - 63 1 - 3.9x
8 7.5 - 64.5 1 - 4.7x 7.5 - 4s 2.3 - 3.2x 7.5 - 4s 1.8 - 3.4x 7.5 - 64.5 1 - 3.1x

125 Kbps - - 7.5 - 4s 3.5 - 3.9x 7.5 - 4s 5.8 - 6.1x - -
500 Kbps 7.5 - 48 1 - 3.2x 7.5 - 4s 2.7 - 4.1x 7.5 - 4s 4.2 - 5.5x 7.5 - 48 1 - 3.2x
1Mbps 7.5 - 63 1 - 4.5x 7.5 - 4s 2.3 - 3.9x 7.5 - 4s 2.7 - 4.0x 7.5 - 63 1 - 3.9x
2Mbps 7.5 - 63 1 - 4.7x 7.5 - 4s 2.3 - 3.2x 7.5 - 4s 1.8 - 3.4x 7.5 - 63 1 - 3.1x

Table 3: Latency comparison of FLEET vs Local Early-Exit, Model Partition and JPEG baselines across different
parameters. Column “CI” shows the range of connection intervals where FLEET achieves better performance
than other methods i.e. has less latency. For brevity, each column reports the comparison between FLEET and
the best among the baselines in each category. For local early exit, we compare FLEET against the best of the
local methods i.e. BranchyNet, Shadow-Deep, and Ensemble (column 2). For Model Partition, we compare FLEET
against the best of CLIO and NeuroSurgeon (column 3). The empty cells represent cases where FLEET does not
achieve better performance than baselines. The Cortex-M33 is using CIFAR-100 images as input due to memory
constraints and all other results are using ImageNet images. The comparisons between various schemes is for the
same accuracy of 88% on ImageNet-100 and 68% on CIFAR-100.

FLEETvs.Model Partitioning: Wenow compare FLEET
against several model partitioning-based baselines. In col-
umn “Model Partition” in Table 3, we see that FLEET is better
than partitioned execution almost across the entire range
of CI settings with up to 4.3× speedup (slightly narrower
range for Cortex-M33). This is because while both FLEET
and model partitioning methods are impacted by increas-
ing CI, FLEET has pipelined computation and transmission,
hence it achieves better overall latency in most cases.
The reason for the gap is simply because existing model

partitioning methods execute in a sequential manner where
they need to execute the models first and then transmit
the features. In contrast, FLEET transmits in parallel with
computation thereby exiting earlier than typical model par-
titioning schemes.

Figure 8 shows amore detailed comparison between FLEET
andmodel partitioning baselines.We see that FLEET achieves
less latency overall than the baselines for the same accuracy
achieved. For example, we achieve around 5× reduction in
latency to achieve 88% accuracy on the ImageNet-100 dataset.

FLEET vs. JPEG: We now compare FLEET against fully
offloading data to the cloud for inference after compressing
it using lossy JPEG compression. We use the different quality
parameters in JPEG compression to generate the images
of different sizes to fine-tune the model. Figure 9 shows a
detailed comparison between FLEET and JPEG. We can see

Figure 8: Latency of FLEET vs. model partitioning

that JPEG performs very poorly when it has to transmit at
very low quality but it works better when higher quality data
can be transmitted. In general, we see that FLEET achieves
lower latency compared to JPEG.
Table 3 column “JPEG” shows that FLEET is almost al-

ways better than transmitting compressed data to the cloud.
Only in one instance is this not the case i.e. for the Cortex-
M33 at 64 MHz and CI at 7.5 ms, JPEG has 2.1× less latency
compared with FLEET. In all other cases, FLEET is better.
This is because compression + transmission is a sequential
process and results in significant idle time on duty-cycled ra-
dios. In contrast, FLEET uses idle time to reduce the amount
of data that needs to be transmitted. We find that FLEET
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Figure 9: Latency of FLEET vs. jpeg

typically requires only a third of the data as JPEG-based data
compression to achieves the same accuracy.

4.3 Impact of packet losses
So far, we have assumed no packet losses, but BLE has high
packet losses, particularly when large packet sizes of more
than 100 bytes are used and when transmission occurs in all
CIs [41]. We evaluate the effect of packet loss with packet
error rate from 0% to 90% in steps of 10%. FLEET with the
dynamic pooling has the ability to downgrade to smaller
feature sizes automatically.
We briefly describe how FLEET compares against other

schemes as packet loss rate increases. For typical BLE settings
of CI=25ms, 4pkts/CI and data rate of 500Kbps, FLEET can
tolerate upto 18% packetloss before local early exit becomes
the best approach in terms of latency. When we increase
the number of packets to 8pkts/CI, FLEET is the best upto
40% error rate, and when the data rate is increased further
to 1Mbps, FLEET tolerates upto 60% error rate. In all these
cases, JPEG and partitioned execution perform worse than
both FLEET and local early exit.

4.4 Impact of compute capability

Figure 10: FLEET vs. the best of local early-exit, model
split and JPEG baselines at different compute ability
(Cortex-A77 frequency from 200MHz to 1.5 GHz). The
red curve is the latency speed-up and the blue segment
is the CI range where FLEET achieves less latency.

So far, we looked at low to medium compute capability
on IoT devices. Let us look at what happens as the compute
capability increases beyond the range shown in Table 3.
To emulate platforms with different compute capabili-

ties, we sweep through the frequency of Cortex-A77 from
200MHz to 1.5GHz with 100MHz spacing. For each setting,
we measure the CI range where FLEET is better than alter-
natives and the maximum speedup obtained.
Figure 10 shows the results. We see that the benefits of

FLEET is quite high for lower frequencies since local com-
pute is slow and cloud offload is beneficial. The benefits di-
minish at higher frequencies since local processing becomes
faster whereas the radio speed remains the same. A faster
duty-cycled radio such as 802.11ah (WiFi HaLow) may be
more appropriate for such higher frequency processors since
it can offer higher data rates than BLE (up to 80Mbps when
using 4 spatial channels).

4.5 Speedup for other models and datasets
So far, we have looked at MobileNetV3 and the ImageNet-
100 dataset. We now look at performance of FLEET on more
computationally heavy models and alternate datasets.
Performance on other models: We now look at the per-
formance of FLEET using ResNet34 and InceptionV3 as
the base model.We evaluate on the Cortex-A77@200Hz since
these are larger models that require more resources.

Table 5 show the results. We see that FLEET can general-
ize to computationally heavy models and achieve substan-
tial reduction in latency over local processing and cloud-
offloading methods.
Performance for other datasets: Wealso evaluate FLEET
on other datasets includingCIFAR-100 andTiny-ImageNet.
For CIFAR-100, we evaluate on the Cortex-M33 since the
small image size is more appropriate for MCU-class plat-
forms, and for Tiny-Imagenet, we evaluate on the Cortex-A77
since it is a medium-sized image.

Table 5 show the comparison between FLEET, local early-
exit and model partition baselines using MobileNetV3. Due
to the fact that the input size of CIFAR-100 is small(32x32x3),
the speed-up of FLEET over baselines is not substantial since
FLEET transmits small features after each layer. But on the
Tiny-ImageNet dataset which has larger input size(64x64x3),
FLEET can achieve higher latency speed-up 2.3x.

4.6 Energy Efficiency of FLEET
We now compare the energy-efficiency of various schemes.
Energy is measured as the total cost of computation and com-
munication. We calculate the energy consumption of compu-
tation in two ways: a) for the Raspberry Pi with Cortex-A77,
we profile the device and empirically measure energy con-
sumption, and b) for the Cortex-M33 and GAP8, we use
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PHY / Mbps FLEET Energy / mJ Baseline Energy / mJ Efficiency

Cortex-M33@64MHz 0.125 - 2 1.57 - 1.08 4.04 2.6 - 3.7x
Cortex-A77@200MHz 0.125 - 2 1.41 - 8.11 35.81 2.5 - 4.4xLocal

Early-Exit GAP8@175MHz 0.5 - 2 1.83 - 1.04 2.26 1 - 2.1x

PHY / Mbps FLEET Energy / mJ Baseline Energy / mJ Efficiency

Cortex-M33@64MHz 0.125 - 1 1.57 - 1.08 4.15 - 1.25 1 - 2.6x
Cortex-A77@200MHz 0.125 - 2 14.15 - 8.11 36.68 - 13.44 1.6 - 2.6xModel

Partition GAP8@175MHz 0.125 - 2 7.29 - 1.04 26.05 - 1.88 3.6 - 1.8x

PHY / Mbps FLEET Energy / mJ Baseline Energy / mJ Efficiency

Cortex-M33@64MHz 0.125 - 0.5 1.57 - 1.08 7.01 - 1.25 1.1 - 4.4x
Cortex-A77@200MHz 0.125 - 0.5 14.15 - 8.11 39.65 - 6.80 2.8 - 0.8xJPEG
GAP8@175MHz 0.125 - 2 7.29 - 1.04 41.20 - 1.68 5.6 - 1.6x

PHY / Mbps FLEET Energy / mJ Baseline Energy / mJ Efficiency

Cortex-M33@64MHz 0.125 - 0.5 1.57 - 1.08 1.51 - 1.17 1 - 1.4x
Cortex-A77@200MHz 0.125 - 0.5 14.15 - 8.11 35.81 - 6.80 2.5 - 0.8xAll
GAP8@175MHz 0.5 - 2 1.83 - 1.04 2.26 - 1.68 1 - 1.6x

Table 4: The comparison of FLEET vs Local Early-Exit, Model Partition and JPEG baselines on the energy per
inference across different processors. The Cortex-M33 is using CIFAR-100 image sizes due to memory constraints
and all other results are using ImageNet image sizes.PHYmeans the range of physical layer throughputs in Mbps
which FLEET is better and the Saving the range of energy saving that FLEET could achieve. In each category,
FLEET is compared against the best baseline.

Models All
CI / ms Speed-up

ResNet34 7.5 - 52.5 1 - 4.5x
InceptionV3 7.5 - 49.5 1 - 4.2x

Datasets All
CI / ms Speed-up

CIFAR-100 18 - 64.5 1 - 1.2x
Tiny-ImageNet 7.5 - 19.5 1 - 2.3x

Table 5: FLEET vs Local Early-Exit, Model Partition
and JPEG. The comparison across the different mod-
els is on ImageNet-100 and the comparison across the
different datasets is using MobileNetV3. The CIFAR-
100 results are on Cortex-M33@64MHz and the Tiny-
ImageNet results are on Cortex-A77@MHz.

numbers provided by the datasheet to estimate energy con-
sumption. The energy consumption for Bluetooth low energy
is based on the highly detailed nRF Official Energy Profiler
[4], which includes the energy cost of pre-processing, crystal
ramp-up, radio start, radio TX, radio RX, switch, standby,
and post-processing per CI. We use this to obtain the en-
ergy consumption of BLE under the different configurations.
Among the BLE parameters, the physical layer bandwidth
affects energy consumption the most since it changes the

cost of using the radio (CI mainly affects latency), hence we
compare for different PHY layer bandwidth settings.

Table 4 shows the results. We see that for lower end plat-
forms like the Cortex-M33 on nRF5340DK, FLEET is as ef-
ficient as other schemes for low to medium bandwidth (be-
tween 125kbps and 750kbps). Since computational capability
is low on this platform, compressed data transmission via
JPEG performs best at higher bitrates. For faster processors
such as the Cortex-A77, FLEET saves energy for low band-
width. After about 500kbps, JPEG is more efficient. This is
because compute power consumption is about 5× greater
than the BLE radio power consumption, hence savings in
data transmission size achieved by FLEET is not as high
as the added energy cost of processing. Interestingly, we
see energy benefits on the GAP8 even though the GAP8 is
slightly more powerful than the Cortex-A77@200MHz. This
is because the GAP8 is a neural accelerator and is much more
efficient than the Cortex-A77 for DNNs (as shown in Table 2).
So, we conclude that on low-end MCUs and optimized neu-
ral processors, FLEET can be expected to provide energy
savings over alternate approaches.

4.7 Case study: Visual Wake Word
We implemented an end-to-end use case of FLEET inference
pipeline for detecting visual wake words. This is a common
use-case for low-power IoT platforms which wakeup upon
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detecting whether a target of interest is present in the scene.
If so, it triggers post-processing (e.g. security alarm) or in-
teraction (e.g. smart doorbell). In this case study, we choose
three sets of visual wake-up words from the ImageNet-100
dataset to mimic classes typically detected by lawn or back-
yard cameras — vehicles (ambulance, trucks, etc.), pets (dif-
ferent breeds of dogs and cats), and animals (snakes, coyotes
etc.). We uses ONNX runtime to execute the IoT model on
the Raspberry Pi running at 0.5 GHz and deploy the different
clouds models on a laptop. We use PyBluez and Gattlib to
transmit the features which after compression via gzip.

The overall accuracy of detecting visual wake-up is 93.96%
and the average latency is 48.8ms, 1.6× less than local early-
exit method which takes 78.6ms for the same accuracy. This
is because for most of the data cases, FLEET early stops
within the first 3 layers with cloud-assistance whereas local
early-exit executes until layer 5.

5 RELATEDWORK
Many different approaches have been proposed to enable
execution of DNNs on low-power embedded platforms. We
focus on three most relevant directions, partitioned execu-
tion, early exit, and model compression. None of these ap-
proaches have been designed to work with or evaluated on
duty-cycled radios.
Partitioned Execution: Partitioned execution aims to
partition a DNN so that local device processes only part of
the model execution and the rest is offloaded to other devices
or clouds. One common problem in partitioned execution
is to find out the best partition point given a DNN model.
[20, 40] profile the energy consumption and total latency of
the model to find out the best point to partition the model.
[27] leverages the quantization techniques to find the best
partition point. [10] compares different ways in which IoT
devices and cloud can cooperate including: local only, cloud
only and combined and found out that the local or cloud
only is not the best solution in terms of energy or latency.

Meanwhile, some works [5, 7, 17, 18] pay attention to the
intermediate features when split the models across the edge
and cloud. [5, 7] utilize the lossy compression techniques
to compress the intermediate features. [17] enables the fea-
tures robust to the network dynamics which can affect the
performance of split models on the clouds. [18] leverages
the dropout layers to fit the intermediate features into the
packet loss scenarios.
Early Exit: Early exit reduces the compute cost of the
model for less energy consumption and execution latency.
[39] introduces the initial idea of early exit to make the deep
learning models smaller. [43] mentioned the two different
inference paradigm in early-exit methods: one is the input
adaptive inference where only one early-exit and subnet will

be chosen for the best energy or latency; the other is re-
sources adaptive inference where the network will continue
to generate the "anytime" predictions until the final output.
[21] frames the early-exit as a solution to the overthinking
problem of the deep learning models. The overthinking prob-
lem refers to that correct results are already achieved before
the final layer of the model, which means a waste of latency
and energy to continue the execution.
Model Compression: Other ways to deploy the deep
learning models on resource-constrained devices include
model compression, knowledge distillation, and specialized
networks, all of which targets at a smaller compute and are
usually orthogonal to the two aforementioned directions.
Model pruning [11] and model quantization [19, 29] tech-
niques are generic and can be applied to both the partitioned
execution and early-exit methods. They either reduces the
number of the neurons in the models or the number of the
bits of the feature representation to achieve less compute.
Knowledge Distillation [14, 28] leverages the features from
the larger and deeper "teacher" models to train smaller and
shallower "student" models by forcing the student models to
learn and capture the distribution of the features from the
teacher models. Some other works [26, 31] focus on train-
ing dynamic networks that can adapt to input and contexts
during inference by executing different sub-networks.

6 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, our work in this paper introduces a new idea,
cloud offload of early exit computation, to enable a powerful
new paradigm for IoT-cloud inference that aligns with the
duty-cycled operation of IoT radios. We address a number
of technical challenges in designing such a cloud-offload
based early-exit system (called FLEET) and show that this
approach has substantial performance benefits by evaluating
FLEET extensively across radio duty-cycling settings, differ-
ent datasets, and multiple platforms. Our approach can be
an important piece of the puzzle for deploying complex deep
learning models on resource-constrained IoT platforms.
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